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I. The Objectives 

� To explain Differential Object Marking in Hindi and its puzzling distribution. 

� To examine whether a minimalist perspective on the tangle of terms about Case – struc-
tural\inherent, abstract\morphological\lexical can clarify the unit of description in the study 
of Hindi (and possibly other Indo-Aryan) 'Case-markers'. 

II. Theoretical Background 

Chomsky 1981: Crosslinguistically, Case morphology is not abundant. The notion of Abstract 
Case guarantees that DPs in 'structural Case' positions will be exempt from the inviolable 
Case Filter.  

Two minimalist revisions of this perspective: 

o Syntactic Case does not exist. (McFadden 2004): Syntactic ‘Case’ is a misnomer. There is no 
single syntactic feature complex responsible for both DP-licensing and the determina-
tion of morphological case. True case is a phenomenon of the post-Spell-out PF branch 
of the derivation. The so-called semantic effects of Case-marking are epiphenomenal, as 
in such structures, what counts is configuration. 

o WYSIWYG Case (de Hoop and Malchukov 2008): The absence of morphological case is the 
absence of Case. Case morphology is contentful and determined by either the identify-
ing function – encodes internal properties of the arguments – and the distinguishing 
function – which marks the relation between arguments. 

In this talk, I will argue that: 

o The determination of what is morphological Case must be determined by morphologi-
cal considerations. By these, the Hindi –ko is a postposition and not a spellout of Case-
morphology. 

o The so-called semantic\pragmatic effects of –ko marking are in truth not about animacy 
and specificity, but arise from the fact that –ko is a syntactic postposition relating a 
FIGURE to a GROUND. Its effects are thus analogous to the effects of English particle 
verbs (on Ramchand and Svenonius' analysis). 

o What seems to be at issue in Hindi –ko marking is the availability of a v with full argu-
ment structure that can attract a postposition 

III. Hindi-Urdu Differential Object Marking (in the literature) 

� Aissen (2003): Humans must be obligatorily marked with –ko. 

1)  a.  Ram-ne  Anita-ko  market-mẽ  dekhaa 
   Ram-ERG Anita-KO market-in  see. PERF.3MSG 
   'Ram saw Anita in the market.' 
 b. ** Ram-ne  Anita   market-mẽ  dekhii 
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2)  a.  Ram-ne  kitaab  market-mẽ   dekhii 
   Ram-ERG book  market-in  see. PERF.3FSG 
   'Ram saw a book in the market.' 

 b.  Ram-ne  kitaab-ko  market-mẽ  dekhaa 
   Ram-ERG book-KO market-in  see. PERF.3MSG 
   'Ram saw the book in the market.' 

� Aissen (2003): Case-marking is obligatory with specific indefinites, but optional with non-
specifics, when these are human-referring. 

3)  a.  Ram-ne  bacce-ko u�haayaa 
   Ram-ERG child-KO lift. PERF.3MSG 
   'Ram picked the child' 

 b.  Ram-ne  baccaa  u�haayaa 
   Ram-ERG child  lift. PERF.3MSG 
   'Ram picked up a child' (but OK for me on a definite interpretation as well) 

� Aissen (2003):  Overt –ko is an option for inanimates, but only if definite.   

4)  a.  laɽke-ne   aaj  subaah   ek   laɽkii-ko  dekhaa 
   the boy-ERG today morning one  girl -KO see. PERF.3MSG 
   'The boy saw a girl this morning' 

 b. *  laɽke -ne   aaj    ek   phuul-ko   dekhaa   
   the boy-ERG today  one  flower -KO  see. PERF.3MSG 
   'The boy saw a flower this morning' (Data from Singh (1994), but fine by me) 

� de Hoop and Narasimhan (2005): The Case-marking of other arguments constrains the possi-
bility of DOM. DISTINGUISHABILITY: The arguments of a transitive relation should be 
distinguishable. 

5)  a.  ram-ko   kek \** kek-ko   pasand  hɛ   
   Ram.DAT  cake\  cake-KO liking  be.PRES.3SG 
   'Ram likes cake.' 

 b.  ram-ko   wo   laɽkii \**us laɽkii-ko pasand  hɛ    
   Ram.DAT  that  girl  \that girl-KO liking  be.PRES.3SG 
   'Ram likes that girl.' 

IV. However… The Facts Elaborated 

� The optionality of –ko marking with humans has little to do with indefiniteness:  

6)  a.  Ram-ne  apnii   iklauti   beʈii   bulwaa  bhejii   
   Ram-ERG self's  only  daughter call.CAUS  sent.FSG 
   'Ram sent for his only daughter.' 

 b.  Ram-ne  apnii   iklauti   beʈii -ko   bulwaa  bhejaa  
   Ram-ERG self's  only   daughter-KO call.CAUS  sent.MSG 
   'Ram sent for his only daughter.' 
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7) a.  Ram  naa jaane  kitne   maasum  baccõ-ko   barbaad karegaa 
   Ram not known how many innocent children-KO destroy  do.FUT.3MSG 
   'Ram will destroy unknown numbers of innocent children.' 

 b.  Ram naa jaane   kitne   maasum  bacce  barbaad karegaa 
   Ram not known  how many innocent children destroy  do.FUT.3MSG 
   'Ram will destroy unknown numbers of innocent children.' 

�  Inanimates marked with –ko are not (always) definites or familiar: 

8)  a.  Ram  naa jaane  kitne   laawaaris  vastuõ-ko   chhuegaa 
   Ram not known how many unclaimed things-KO  touch.FUT.3MSG  
   'Ram will touch an unknown amount of unclaimed items.' 

 b.  Ram naa jaane  kitne   laawaaris  vastu chhuegaa  
   Ram not known how many unclaimed things touch.FUT.3MSG 
   'Ram will touch an unknown amount of unclaimed items.' 

� Not all dative-subject predicates block –ko on objects. In fact, the distinguishability restriction 
seems to apply to N+V predicates alone:  

9)  a.?  Ram-ko  kal    film(-ko)  dekhnaa  hogaa 
   Ram.DAT tomorrow  film(-KO)  see.INF  be.FUT.3MSG 
   'Ram will have to see the film tomorrow.' 

 b.  Ram-ko  kabhi-to  beʈii (-ko)   byaahnaa   hogaa 
   Ram.DAT sometime  daughter(-KO) marry.INF  be.FUT.3MSG 
   'Ram will have marry his daughter off sometime.' 

� To make matters worse: Unaccusatives do not allow –ko at all:  

10)  a.  Anita market-mẽ  dikhii    
   Anita market-in  see.PERF.3FSG 
   'Anita was sighted in the market.' 

 b.  *Anita-ko market-mẽ dekhaa    

� And even worse: In the passive, humans do not need to be Case-marked:  

11)  a.  Anita market-mẽ   dekhii     gayii 
   Anita market-in  see.PERF.3FSG  go. PERF.3FSG 
   'Anita was seen in the market.' 

 b.  Anita-ko market-mẽ   dekhaa    gayaa 
   Anita-KO market-in  see. PERF.3MSG go. PERF.3MSG 
   'Anita was seen in the market.' 

V. Making Sense of the Data: The Hierarchical Position of –ko marked DPs 

In Hindi, canonical subject properties include the subject-orientation of reflexives and 
anti-subject orientation of possessive pronominals (Kidwai 2000).  
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12)  a.  us   lambe  laɽkei-ne  uskii*i kitaab  dekhii 
   that tall  boy-ERG his  book saw 
   ‘That tall boyi saw his*i book.’ 

 b.  us   lambe  laɽkei-ne  apniii kitaab  dekhii 
   that tall  boy -ERG self’s book saw 
   ‘That tall boyi saw hisi book.’ 

A direct object can bind a possessive pronominal iff it is –ko marked, suggesting that it is 
higher than a bare one: 

13)  a.  Rami-ne  cuhaaj  uske*i\*j\k  bag-mẽ  rakkhaa 
   Ram-ERG mouse   his.GEN  bag-in   keep.PERF.3MSG 
   ‘Ram kept the mouse in his bag.’ 

 b.  Rami-ne  cuhe-koj  uske*i\j\k  bag-mẽ  rakkhaa 
   Ram-ERG mouse-KO   his.GEN  bag-in  keep.PERF.3MSG    
   ‘Ram kept the mouse in its bag.’ 

Only –ko-marked direct objects can control the PRO subject of a participial adjunct and 
bind possessive reflexives in it (see Bhatt 2007): 

14)  a.  Minai-ne  bazaar-mẽ ek sailaanij –ko [PROi\j naacte hue]   dekhaa 
   Mina-ERG market-in  one tourist-KO   dance be.PRT  see. PERF.3MSG 
   ‘In the market, Mina saw a tourist dancing \while she was dancing.’ 

 b.  Minai-ne bazaar-mẽ ek sailaanij   [PROi\??j naacte hue]   dekhaa 
   Mina-ERG market-in  one tourist-KO   dance be.PRT   see. PERF.3MSG 
   ‘In the market, Mina saw a tourist ??dancing \while she was dancing.’ 

15)  a.  Minai-ne ek sailaanij–ko [PRO apnii\j kamiiz utarte hue]   dekhaa 
   Mina-ERG one tourist-KO   self's  shirt take-off. be.PRT see. PERF.3MSG 
   ‘Mina i saw a touristj taking off self'si\j shirt.’ 

 b.  Minai-ne ek sailaanij  [PRO apnii\??j kamiiz  utarte hue]  dekhaa 
   Mina-ERG one tourist   self's  shirt  take-off. be.PRT see. PERF.3MSG 
   ‘Mina i saw a touristj taking off self'si\??j shirt.’ 

Dayal (2010) shows that Hindi incorporation is, in fact, pseudo-incorporation, involving 
noun phrases rather than nouns, and although NumPs may be so pseudo-incorporated, –ko 
(and other Case-) marking blocks incorporated readings. 

Conclusion I: –ko-marked noun phrases are at the edge of vP or beyond by Spellout 

VI. Making Sense of the Sense: The Interpretation of –ko marked DPs 

A vP-external positioning can explain the semantic contribution of Case-marking, using 
Diesing\Kratzer style explanations. However, the evidence in (6)-(8) suggests that the con-
nection is not so straightforward, given the of Dayal (2004, 2010) on (in)definiteness in 
Hindi. 

� Hindi bare NPs usually receive a definite interpretation (Dayal 2004, 2010).  
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16)  a.  bacce   andar  aaye.    #bacce\wo   bahut  khush  the  
   children  inside  come.PERF  children\they   very  happy  were  
   'Some children came in. #The children\ They were very happy.’’  

 b.  baccaa  andar  aayaa.   #baccaa\wo  bahut  khush  thaa  
   child  inside  come.PERF   child \ he  very  happy  was  

   ‘‘The child came in. #The child\He were very happy.’’  

17)    idhar kuch bacce khaɽe the.   
   Here some children stood . 
   'Some children were standing nearby.' 

 a.* …  ram-ne  bacca\bacce-ko  apne  paas  bulaayaa.  
   Ram-ERG  child\child-KO  self's  near  call.PERF.3SG 
   'Ram called a child to him.' 

 b. …  ram-ne  ek   bacca\ek  bacce-ko  apne paas  bulaayaa.  
   Ram-ERG  one  child-\one child-KO  self's near  called 
   'Ram called a child to him.' 

A weak indefinite interpretation is the only indefinite interpretation possible – the DP 
takes scope under negation in (19) – in the absence of the indefinite marker 'ek': 

18)   a. kamre-mẽ cuuhe  nahĩ  the 
   room-in mice not  be.PAST.3MPL 
   ‘There weren't mice in the room.’   

  b. lagtaa  hɛ   kamre-mẽ  cuuhaa  nahĩ  thaa 
   seems  be.PRES  room-in mice not  be.PAST.3MSG 
   ‘It seems that there wasn’t a mouse in the room.’ 

19)   Dayal's Generalisations:  
A. Hindi bare nominals are ambiguous between kinds and definites.  
B. Indefiniteness is overtly marked by ek 'one'.  
C. 'Definite' in Hindi encodes uniqueness/maximality but not familiarity.  

� But DOM @ familiarity, there is no given set of innocent children\unclaimed items that Ram 
will destroy or touch: 

20) a.  Ram  naa jaane  kitne   maasum  baccõ-ko   barbaad karegaa 
   'Ram will destroy unknown numbers of innocent children.' 

 b.  Ram naa jaane   kitne   maasum  bacce  barbaad karegaa 
   'Ram will touch unknown numbers of unclaimed items.' 

21)  a.  Ram  naa jaane  kitne   laawaaris  vastuõ-ko   chhuegaa 
   'Ram will touch an unknown amount of unclaimed items.' 

 b.  Ram naa jaane  kitne   laawaaris  vastu chhuegaa  
   'Ram will touch an unknown amount of unclaimed items.' 

� DOM @ 'specificity': 

The notion is unclear –the (a) examples above are no more discourse-old or speaker-
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known that the (b) ones. If anything, the (b) examples are slightly degraded because of the 
possibility of pseudo-incorporated readings (Veneeta Dayal p.c.). 

It also depends on how one reads in the Kratzer\Diesing effects: 

22) A presuppositional noun phrase must escape vP by Spellout (i.e. there is a [specificity] 
or some such feature in the narrow syntax). 

23) A noun phrase outside vP receives a presuppositional interpretation. 

Conclusion II: –ko  marking in itself does not yield definiteness\specificity 

VII. Is –ko really Accusative Case?  

� Hindi Case morphemes are phrasal clitics (Butt 2006, Vasisht & Joseph 2002):  

24) a.  [is    lamb-e   laɽk-e     -hii ] -ko 
   this.OBL tall.OBL.MSG boy.OBL.MSG  FOC -KO  
   ‘to this tall boy…’ 

 b. Rita  Sita-tak-ko/??ko-tak  akhbaar  degii  
  Rita  Sita      newspaper  give.FUT  
  ‘Rita will give even Sita newspaper.’  

 c. Rita  Sita-bhii-ko\ko-bhii   akhbaar  degii  
  Rita  Sita      newspaper  give.FUT 
  ‘Rita will also\even give Sita (a/the) newspaper.’ 

� Hindi Case morphemes are postpositions (Spencer 2005, Spencer & Otuguro 2005):  

25) a. ye   lamb-aa  laɽk -aa 
  this. NOM tall.NOM.MSG boy.NOM.MSG  
  ‘this tall boy.’ 
 b. [is     lamb-e   laɽk –e]   ko\ne\se 
  this.OBL.MSG tall.OBL.MSG boy. OBL.MSG ACC\ERG\ABL 

26)  The Hindi Oblique Marking Facts:  (Spencer 2005) 

NOUN (M) SG PL  ADJ (M) SG PL  DEM SG PL 
Direct laɽkaa laɽkei   Direct acchaa acche  Direct ye ye 
Oblique laɽkei laɽkõ  Oblique acche acche  Oblique is in 
Vocative laɽkei laɽko  'good'  'this' 
           
NOUN (F) SG PL  ADJ (F) SG PL  DEM SG PL 
Direct laɽkii laɽkiiyãã  Direct acchii acchii  Direct wo wo 
Oblique laɽkii laɽkiiyõ  Oblique acchii acchii  Oblique us un 
Vocative laɽkii laɽkiiyo  'good'  'this' 

� In order for a formative to be considered a case (Spencer 2005): 

o Morphology: It must serve as a marker of a grammatical relationship of some kind be-
tween some other head and that noun phrase as its dependent. 

o Syntax: If in a language attributes must agree with their modified heads in a noun 
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phrase, a [CASE] attribute is needed. 

Conclusion III: True morphological Cases in Hindi (oblique\vocative) are assigned by the putative 
Case-markers.–ko is a postposition that assigns oblique. 

Some support from Legate (2008, citing Dwivedi 1994): DPs in A-bar positions are in the direct 
Case, but these are hanging topic constructions are frequently marginal. However, the (left 
adjoined) correlative makes the same point: 

27) ?? wo laɽkii , ali kahtaa hɛ    ki  sudha  us-se   zaruur  milegii 
   that girl  Ali  say be.PRES that Sudha her-COM certainly  meet.FUT 
  'That girl, Ali says that Sudha will certainly meet her.' 

28)   jo laɽkii   khaɽii thii,   ali-ne   us-ko   maaraa 
   which girl   standing be.PST Ali-ERG she-KO  hit.PERF.MSG 
  'The girl who was standing, Ali hit her.' 

VIII. –ko is a P 

�  –ko is also used in a prepositional sense (Ahmed 2006). 

29)   omair   sair-ko   gayaa  
  Omair.MSG walk-KO  go.PERF 
  ‘Omair went for a walk.’ 

  saamaan  ghar-ko  pauhaunc  gayaa 
  Luggage   home-KO  reach  go.PERF 
  ‘The luggage reached home.’ 

  chor  raat-ko  aayaa 
  thief.MSG  night-KO come.PERF 
   ‘The thief came at night.’ 

� The use of –ko with inanimates gives a Figure-Ground effect. 

30) a. Sitaa-ne  ek   almaarii   dekhii 
  Sita-ERG one  cupboard  see.3FSG.PERF 
  ‘Sita saw a cupboard.’ 

 b. Sitaa-ne  ek   almaarii-ko  dekhaa 
  Sita-ERG one  cupboard-KO see.3MSG.PERF 
  ‘Sita looked at a\the cupboard.’ 

31) a. Sitaa-ne  ek  gaanaa   sunaa 
  Sita-ERG one  song  hear.3MSG.PERF 
  ‘Sita heard a song.’ 

 b. Sitaa-ne  ek  gaana-ko  sunaa 
  Sita-ERG one  song-KO see.3MSG.PERF 
  ‘Sita listened to a song.’  

Ahmad (2006): Most of [the usages of –ko] can be explained by assuming that the primary 
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It is unclear though whether movement of inanimate FIGURE arguments is always through 
the Resultee position. The effect certainly exists, but can be quite weak. 

37)  a. raam-ne  kitaab uʈhaayii,  par  haath-se  chhuuʈh gayi 
  Ram-ERG book lifted  but  hand-ABL fell go.PERF 
  'Ram lifted the book, but it fell from his hands.' 
 b.??raam-ne  kitaab-ko  uʈhaayaa,  par haath-se  chhuuʈh gayi 
  Ram-ERG book-KO lifted  but hand-ABL fell go.PERF 
  'Ram picked up the book, but it fell from his hands.' 

38)  a. raam-ne  kitaab dhuunɖhi,  par use  milii   nahĩ 
  Ram-ERG book find  but he.ABL find.PERF not 
  'Ram searched for the book, but he didn't find it.' 

 b.??raam-ne  kitaab-ko  dhuunɖhaa,  par use  milii  nahĩ 
  Ram-ERG book find    but he.ABL find.PERF not 
  'Ram lifted the book, but it fell from his hand half-way.' 

39)  a. raam-ne  caar ghante tak \ caar ghante mẽ  kitaab  dhuunɖhi 
  Ram-ERG four hours till\  four hours in   book find 
  'Ram searched for the book for four hours.'\'Ram found the book in four hours.' 

 b.  raam-ne  ??caar ghante tak \ caar ghante mẽ  kitaab-ko  dhuunɖhaa 
  Ram-ERG four hours till\   four hours in   book-KO find 
  'Ram searched for the book for four hours.'\'Ram found the book in four hours.' 
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The Mitigation of the Humanness Effect in the Passive: In Ramchand and Svenonius‘s 
analysis (2002, 2004). 

o Passive participial morphology allows the root to identify R . 

o The root identifies v but instead of projecting an argument in Spec, an operator is 
merged which existentially binds that position. This ensures that the passive agent is 
always there, but implicit. 

o There is a higher head, F, which contains an EPP feature which forces argument raising 
to its specifier. The constituent formed by merging F with the trace-containing element 
is interpreted as property abstraction over the trace position. This property is predi-
cated as a resultative property of the argument in its Spec. 

o There are thus two ways for a FIGURE 
to be interpreted as a resultee in the 
Hindi passive – either through P →→→→ v 
raising and subsequent argument 
shift, or by raising of the argument to 
[Spec, F

1
P]. Using the former option 

yields (41b) and using the latter yields 
(41a). 

40)  a.  Anita market-mẽ  dekhii  
   gayii 

   Anita market-in 
 see.PERF.3FSG  go. PERF.3FSG 
   'Anita was seen in the 
market.' 

 b.  Anita-ko market-mẽ 
 dekhaa    gayaa 
   Anita-KO market-in 
 see. PERF.3MSG go. PERF.3MSG 
   'Anita was seen in the market.' 

The Absence of DOM is the unaccusative: In Ramchand and Svenonius' analysis (2002, 
2004), v is not projected in the unaccusative. In English, although GROUNDS may be pro-
moted to subject position: This bed was slept in by Napoleon, in pseudo-passivisation con-
texts, unaccusatives systematically block such promotion: *The bed was died in. They suggest 
that the reasons for this are two-fold: (a) unaccusatives lack a v layer, and (b), the pP com-
plement of ResP is itself unaccusative as well.  

The Hindi facts suggest that in unaccusatives, the absence of v blocks P → v raising. The 
following generalisation in terms of φ -completeness holds: 

41)  – only φ -complete v can Probe for a P in its domain. 
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IX. Consequences 

� PP GFs in Hindi: Mahajan (1994) and Richa (2008) have argued that Hindi instrumental 
subjects and ablative subjects in the regular passive and the inabilitative passive are 
true subjects. The evidence presented here argues that direct objects may also be 
PPs in Hindi.  

� Dative –ko: A new route opens up for understanding the dative use of –ko marked In-
direct Objects. Given that in all morphological respects it is identical to accusative –
ko and is an inherent (regular) Case (in the sense of Woolford 2006), it is possible to 
think of this as a VP-level P. 

� Hindi Verb-Agreement: In Hindi, verb agreement never accesses –ko-marked direct ob-
jects. This suggests that Agree of v with a DO must take place with an in situ DP, and 
that the edge of vP can be licensed only after P has raised to v in the narrow syntax. 
So the Agree that yields verb-agreement is a Probe-Goal system – wherein v has an 
interpretable φ -set and Probes for the interpretable φ -set of the DO – is the equiva-
lent of 'Case' in earlier frameworks – i.e. not morphological Case but a condition on 
NP-licensing. The oblique Case assigned to –ko-marked objects is purely morphologi-
cal and has no real role in the syntax (hence, McFadden is essentially correct).  

� Hindi Object Shift: Displacement of –ko marked direct objects to the edge of vP is a 
consequence of P to v raising. This suggests that the edge of the phasal head v is li-
censed only if v is φ -complete, because it is only then the P head of Res can raise to v 
and Probe for the Figure argument. In effect, the raising of a direct object to the 
edge of vP is then because it is P that acts a Probe. In unaccusatives, which lack v al-
together (contra Marantz 2006), the initial conditions for the licensing of the edge of 
vP are not met, but are in passive v (contra Chomsky 2005). 

� Specificity effects: If there is any 'specificity effect' at all – most likely in terms of prior 
mention in the preceding discourse – then the vP-external positioning predicts such 
presuppositional readings. 

� The DOM residue: Animates tend to be treated as FIGURE-RESULTEES. Richa (2008) 
shows that animate arguments in Hindi entail an unergative behaviour even for in-
ternally-caused\unaccusative predicates. So animacy does play an important role in 
Hindi syntax, but not by –ko-marking. 
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